IS MENTAL ILLNESS A MORAL AND SPIRITUAL FAILING?

by FR DAVID GARCIA, OP

First, let us talk about the false connections.

In morality, the point often ignored is that judging acts and judging people - are not equivalent. Rather, the morality of the person depends on responsibility, which in turn depends on the degree of free will. “Responsibility for an action can be diminished or even eliminated by ignorance, inadvertence, duress, fear, habit, inordinate attachments, and other psychological or social factors.” (Catechism of the Catholic Church 1735).

This helps us to understand that wrong acts, such as stealing or suicide, could be excused if the persons who committed them are not responsible for the acts due to, say, severe kleptomania or depression. After all, mental health condition is often linked to biological factors, such as brain structures, neurotransmitters, and the like, which are outside the control of free will. It is sinfully unfair to blame people for what they are not responsible for.

Another erroneous belief is that mental health condition is closely linked with the spiritual world or have some spiritual source. Therefore praying or conducting some religious ritual can ‘cure’ it. Praying is always good. But God helps those who help themselves by seeking the appropriate professional help.

So, what does our faith have to offer?

“Probably none of us fits the ideal model of mental health. But we don’t have to. We are all in the same boat trying to become better persons with the help of God’s grace.”

We can learn from the Church’s approach not to preach any fixed, ideal model of being perfect or even adequate. Problems arise when we try to impose such models of normality. Think about whether the model of physical attractiveness of a woman (as portrayed in the media today) helps women celebrate their beauty or creates feelings of inadequacy when they fail to match that standard. Something similar happens with a monolithic fixed model of mental health. Yes, we need medical labels to help with diagnosis and cure, but using the labels to stigmatise people because they fail to meet the ideal normal standard is counterproductive.

Instead of ideals, the Church preaches “reals”, that is real people who lived real lives: the Saints. They are proposed as models or examples, not for us to mimic or repeat them, but for us to be inspired to become the best version of ourselves without needing to give up our personalities or even mental conditions.

In fact, some of the Saints were clearly eccentric, if not experiencing some kind of mental health condition. Moral theologians Frs. Ashley and O'Rourke noticed that, “psychological studies of the Catholic saints often fall into either the error of reducing everything remarkable in their lives to mental illness or the other extreme of supposing everything in their lives was a sign of holiness. For example, we cannot be sure whether the inability to eat of the great St Catherine of Siena was anorexia nervosa or a miracle of sustenance by the Eucharist alone. Perhaps it was both!” (Health Care Ethics, Benedict Ashley & Kevin O'Rourke, 1996)

Probably none of us fits the ideal model of mental health. But we don’t have to. As a Church, we are called to question what the world now considers normal. We are all in the same boat trying to become better persons with the help of God’s grace.
I’m Gonna Let My Light Shine

Wendy* is a client of Clarity Singapore who is on the road to discover her true self.

I am me. And just like everyone else, I want to be loved and accepted exactly the way I am; with my faults, my strengths, and with my joy for the world!

I was 18 when my world slowly turned dark. It was only in hindsight that I was able to see how I had a part in it too. At that time, I was massively involved in my projects in school that I lost sight of my own rest and joy. When I was sent to Institute of Mental Health (IMH), I slept for days. When I awoke, I was faced with a new world I did not understand; a place where I felt that I did not exist anymore.

How can my parents say they love me, and abandon me here? I was distanced from everything I knew: my friends and my schoolmates! Oh my, even my phone. Without my phone, I felt cut off from the world outside. They left me in a world where I felt I just could not exist!

There, I did not feel like me anymore. There, there was only a void in which I received no answers; I only had more questions every day. Why am I left here? How long will I be left here? What’s going to happen to me? All my questions were answered with, “You are sick.” Amid the confusion, I raged against my parents, the doctors, anyone in front of me. I also raged against God. The darkness crept in and swallowed me up.

It took many months of therapy and treatment before I could let go of my anger. I began to see when I needed sleep and rest, and I would step back. And this has made me stronger. This normalcy to ‘my old self’ brought tears to my eyes.

When I spoke with the counsellors at Clarity, I learnt more about myself. I understood how much mental and physical space I need, and also how much I could allow a person to come closer to me and still be me. I also saw how I was neglecting myself when I deserved more for myself. Then, slowly, with the little cracks of realisation, light started to come in.

I realised that God had put me in places that really stretched me, but He was also there with me. He had surrounded me with people who could help me. There was kindness, there was humility. And there was joy! You know, it is nice to love and be loved in return!

Now I participate in some group activities with Clarity. It’s nice to make new friends, and to laugh and share my thoughts and ideas. How wonderful it is to be accepted just the way I am.

“Let your Light shine before men!
- Matthew 5:16”

A person cannot be a true friend or a loved one if they choose to hold a label over another person. Yes, the stigma is real. But it is only damaging if people allow this to cloud how they see a fellow human. Whether a person is rich or poor, whether he has bipolar or depression, he is still a father, son or a friend... with all his dreams and passions. We should have no labels.

So, who am I to complain? I have been given so much: a family who loves me, friends who accept me, and even myself. Yes, I have been given myself to love.

Everyone is so different. We make the world diverse. We do not need to be like each other. If we are exactly like each other, we cannot see how each person is beautiful in his own way.

Remember Dr Seuss: “Today you are you, that is truer than true. There is no one alive who is youer than you.”

*not her real name
YOUR ROLE IN THEIR STORY OF RECOVERY

by Fred Cordeiro, Executive Director, Clarity Singapore

Some villagers were having a day out when they noticed some children being swept up in a downstream river. Several villagers jumped in to pull the children to dry land, while others taught the children to tread water and swim safely to shore. But still more children were being thrown in. So the rest hurried to nearby villages to get help except for one villager who ran off in a different direction. The others shouted: “Where are you going?” He answered: “I’m going upstream to stop whoever’s throwing them in!”

Why would a story of a bunch of villagers saving floating children resonate with me? As a mental health service provider, this story reflects what we can and should do if we truly wish to help people who are marginalised or vulnerable.

Alone, We Can Only Do So Much
At Clarity Singapore, our work is similar to those villagers who promptly responded by jumping into the river to save the children. We observe and intervene. When a person with a mental health condition comes to us looking for professional help, we assess and connect him to our given resources. Like many other service providers, we do this to the best of our ability.

Together, We Can Do More
For persons with mental health conditions to lead meaningful and dignified lives, we need to build an inclusive society that accepts them for who they are. Just as the villagers delegated tasks from direct intervention, volunteer building, to upstream support in order to pull off rescue efforts, the community as a whole must work together to effect positive and sustainable changes in the lives of those with mental health conditions. This is where family, friends, and you come in.

Each of us plays a vital role in their story of recovery. When prejudiced, we may say or do things that worsen their condition. Conversely, when we are open and understanding, they feel accepted and loved. This goes a long way to support a full recovery and help persons with mental health conditions improve their quality of life.

Let us work together and be a village that saves.

*Story is adapted from an oft-told version popularised by community organiser, Saul Alinsky, in the 1930s.

---

PLAY YOUR PART

Here are some suggestions on what you can do to fight mental health stigma and build an inclusive Singapore:

- Use respectful, person-first language when talking about mental health. For example, refer to them as “people with mental health condition”. Words have the power to heal and reduce stigma.
- Learn about the different types of mental health conditions to better understand their lived experiences.
- Offer support. Show you care by lending a listening ear and encouraging them to seek professional help. Refer them to the Resource Directory (next page) if they express their need for help.
- Treat them with the same respect and dignity as you would anyone else. Remember that all of us, including those with mental health conditions, are God’s children who possess infinite dignity and worth.
In 2013, the American Psychiatric Association redefined mental disorders as a “syndrome characterised by clinically significant disturbance in an individual’s cognition, emotion regulation, or behaviour that reflects a dysfunction in the psychological, biological, or developmental processes underlying mental functioning.” The World Health Organisation added that mental health issues are partly attributable to environmental factors such as standards of living.


*For a more comprehensive list, please scan this QR Code for National Council of Social Service’s list of programmes and services for persons with mental health conditions.
EVENTS

12 JUL

TALKS@AGAPE VILLAGE: PARENTING ESSENTIALS
- Christian Parenting
- What a child (really) needs
Fr Henry Siew will explain how Christian parents can develop essential parenting qualities by prioritising spiritual values.
Ms Josephine Loh, Morning Star Community Services will share how to apply key elements of communication, identify crucial social skills, coach emotional regulation, and apply problem-solving steps with your children.

7.30pm to 9.45pm
Agape Village, Multi-Purpose Hall, 7A Lorong 8 Toa Payoh, Level 1, S319264
To register
6801 7400
agapevillage@caritas-singapore.org

12 JUL

PERSONAL MORAL COMPASS 2019 (EVERY FRIDAY)
Module 4 (Ethics of Love, Sex, and Marriage) - 7 sessions
This module explores Church teachings in light of today’s perceptions of love, sex, and marriage. This includes the principles and applications of the Philosophy of the Body and personal and sexual relationships.
Module 5 (Social Justice) - 7 sessions
Covering topics on human dignity and the common good amongst others, this module touches on the application of Catholic Social Teaching (CST) principles in living out our faith.

7.30pm to 9.30pm
Catholic Centre, 55 Waterloo Street, Level 3, S187965
To register
formation@caritas-singapore.org

18 JUL

YOUNG ADULTS - INTO THE CAVE
A series of reflective sessions for young adults to pray, reflect, and discern the various social issues and concerns in their lives, and put their faith in action.
Session 1, 18 Jul 2019 | Session 2, 3 Oct 2019

7.30pm to 9.30pm
Catholic Centre, 55 Waterloo Street, Level 3, S187965
To register
youngadults@caritas-singapore.org

14 AUG

GOLF FOR CHARITY
An annual fundraiser in support of the work of the Caritas Singapore family.

11am to 10pm
Singapore Island Country Club – Island Course@Thomson Road
To register
6801 7400

28-29 AUG

REVIEW OF LIFE
Participants will be introduced to the Review of Life (ROL) Method as a tool to help integrate faith and life.

7.30pm to 9.30pm
Agape Village, 7A Lorong 8 Toa Payoh, Level 1, S319264
To register
6338 3448
formation@caritas-singapore.org

28-29 SEPT

LIVING THE GOSPEL IN THE WORLD
Discover how we are called to live our faith more intentionally in our daily lives.
Part 1 - 2D1N retreat (stay-in)
Part 2 - 7.30pm to 9.30pm, Oct 8, 15, 22
Montfort Centre, 622 Upper Bukit Timah Road, S678117
Agape Village, 7A Lorong 8 Toa Payoh, S319264
6338 3448
formation@caritas-singapore.org
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